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Abstract

Surface areas, such as airports, harbors, subject to illegal

activities, violations of navigation laws and possible

accidents require a constant and effective surveillance

effort. This can be achieved through a ground-based

surveillance network consisting of various types of sensors

managed by suitable control centers; the objective being to

provide a prompt detection of unusual or unexpected

events, to optimize the available resources and to support

the selection and implementation of pre-defined

emergency programs. This paper presents a suitable

network structure, with its technical characteristics,

related to existing equipment used in civilian applications.
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1. Introduction

A wide and effective surveillance of critical surface

areas (harbours, straits, etc.) is essential to:

### Providing maritime traffic control in order to

prevent collisions (e.g., between ships, running

aground, striking reefs and structures, etc.);

### Enforcing anti-pollution laws;

### Enforcing navigation laws.

### Organizing and supporting search and rescue

operations (ship wrecks, accidents, etc.);

### Preventing accidental environment pollution

and supporting any restoration efforts should such

events occur;

### Detecting and countering illegal activities

(smuggling, narcotics, illegal immigration, etc.).

The above activities should be exploited in any in

critical weather situations.

The continuous surveillance of extensive areas will

not be effective if assigned solely to naval and

airborne patrol units, but must rely on the support of

an integrated network of diversified ground-based

multi-sensor elements.

2. System Composition

In order to guarantee its effectiveness in any critical

conditions (of weather and traffic) and to monitor

both cooperative and non-cooperative units, the

system needs to receive data from different kinds of

sensors. Moreover the data received have to be

collected and managed by an integrated system.

As shown above, the CAMS system basically

exploits the following elements:

### differential GPS-based location system,

### DF network,

### radar,

### weather station,

### set infrared sensors

### video-camera

### Control Center Unit.
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Figure .1 CAMS System Block Diagram

Now we can see a brief description of each element.

2.1. Differential GPS (DGPS)

The DGPS-based technology is very useful for equip

all mobile units permanently deployed in the

controlled area. Also the mobile units not located

permanently deployed in the area, could be

temporarily equipped with a portable GPS radio link.

The Control Center Unit is supplied with a high

performance GPS receiver that receives information

from each GPS equipment and processes it using

differential algorithms. Moreover, each GPS

performs (real time) the adjustments based on the

well-known position of the reference GPS receiver

and other information (ephemeredes).

This kind of technology can guarantee location

errors below several centimeters.

2.2. DF Stations

The main functions of the DF stations are to

intercept, determine DOA, monitor and, if requested,

record (audio) selected emissions of interest, even of

short duration, in the V/UHF bands and, if

necessary, also in the HF band (communication

channels used by large naval units).

Emitter fixing is also possible, provided the DF

Stations co-operate. For this purpose, the DF stations

are grouped together, and each group is connected to

a Master Station. The Master Station is linked to the

Control Center Unit.

2.3. Radar

This sensor operates in the S and X bands and is

used for detecting, locating and tracking targets in

the assigned operations area (even if such targets

maintain total radio/radar silence). With an antenna

height of 100m, this radar can ensure detection

ranges of 45- 50 Km in the S band for average size

naval units (RCS equal to 1000 sqm), and 20 - 25

Km in the X band for small size naval units (RCS

equal to 10 sqm).

2.4. Weather station

The weather station supplies the system with data

relating to sea, wind and visibility conditions. This

kind of data is very useful both to determine safety

range to control critical parameter and to record

weather conditions for statistical analysis of critical

events.

2.5. Infrared sensors

The operator uses the infrared sensors for the

purpose of sorting tracks (i.e. mobile unit

discrimination), for accurate target identification

(optical fingerprinting) and in order to reveal any

illegal activities. In fact, the very high angular

discrimination afforded by this equipment can be an

invaluable asset in separating close targets, in

critical situations not easily distinguished by other

sensors, and in identifying target shape and features.

Finally, more generally, these kinds of sensor allow a

night vision control of the area.



2.6. Video-camera

Similarly to the infrared sensor, the video camera is

very useful to sort tracks and for optical target

identification in low light conditions.

2.7. Control Center Unit (CCU)

Control Center Unit is the heart of the system, and it

is where the data are collected, fused and stored and

where almost all the processing is performed.

Further details are given in the following. It consists

of:

- Processing Unit

- Operator Console (with display, keyboard,

trackball/mouse)

- TV Monitor and controls

- IR Monitor and controls.

3. CCU measure management

All sensors are connected to the Control Center Unit

(CCU) via radio link or via cable. The CCU’s

purpose is to process the data received from sensors

in order to detect, identify, track and estimate the

position and the main kinetic parameters of the

mobile units, as well as supply scenario assessment

and to support decision-making process.

The use of diversified sensor in surveillance systems

makes it possible to compensate the weak points if

some with the strong points of others and provides

further redundancy. This approach increases system

robustness.

To fully exploit the collected information, all

incoming fragments and packets of information must

be synergistically combined. Below is a brief

description of the CAMS data fusion process.

Once the initialization step is completed, the data

fusion integration can process the data. The

assessment is basically a step process.

Each sensor supplies a different set of measurement

relating to the intercepted mobile unit: radar

furnishes distance and the azimuth angle, while

DGPS and DF supplies latitude and longitude. A

further difference is the refresh rate, which is

different from a sensor to other. So the first step is to

normalize the received measurements in terms of

type and time.

All measurements are converted into standard

latitude and longitude data using normal

transformation formula. In particular, the

measurements received from radar are converted and

covariant matrix (later needed in the fusion process)

is generated.

To calculate the position of each mobile unit at the

CCU's refresh time, all measurements are linear

extrapolated using the following formulas.

Let

Xm (Tki) = [Nm (Tki), N’m (Tki), Em (Tki), E’m (Tki), Dm

(Tki), D’m (Tki)]

the state vector of a mobile unit “m” at Tki instant

where the letters N-E-D identify the position and the

letters N’-E’-D’ the speed.

Let Tki the instant when the sensor furnished its

report, with Tk >= Tki.

Let Tk be the instant when the CCU updates all data.

The new position vector at the instant Tk, that is

Xm (Tk) = [Nm (Tk), Em (Tk), Dm (Tk)],

could be obtained using the following formulas:

Nm (Tk) = Nm (Tki) + N’m (Tki) * (Tk -Tki)

Em (Tk) = Em (Tki)  + E’m  (Tki) * (Tk -Tki)

Dm (Tk) = Dm (Tki) + D’m  (Tki) * (Tk -Tki)

All measurements received have to be used for

updating the exiting tracks or for initializing new

tracks. Track updating process begins with a “gating

procedure”. This technique is used to eliminate

unlikely observation-to-track-pairing. A gate is

located around the predicted track position. Then, if

a single measurement is within the gate, and if it is

not within the gate of any other track, the

measurement will be correlated with the track and

used to update the track. If more than one

measurement is within the gate, or worst, if it is

within the gates of more than one track, further

correlation logic is required.



There are basically two approaches to solving

resolution. First, the “nearest-neighbor” (NN)

approach looks for a unique pairing, so that, at the

most, one measure can be used to update a given

track. In the second approach, “all neighbors” (AN)

allows a track to be updated with a combination of

all measurements within its gate. We have followed

the first approach.

First of all it is necessary to calculate a distance

between measurement and the predicted position of

track. Since, as described below, Kalman filter

technique will be used, the covariance matrix is used

to calculate this quantity in a statistical way. The

assignment method is used to compose a matrix

arranging tracks in one dimension and the

measurements in the other dimension, and with non-

zero elements as the appropriate distance functions.

Zero elements are set as unacceptable because out of

gating criteria. The optimal solution will give the

maximum number of possible assignments. Even for

simple cases, such as three conflicts, the enumerative

method is too time consuming to be implemented. In

this application the Munkres optimal assignment

algorithm, modified by Burgeois and Lassalle has

been used.

After the assignment process, using the well-known

Kalman filter technique, is possible to determine the

present state and predict the future state of each

track, in terms of position and speed.

In a more complex situation (i.e. to track mobiles

units with different kinematics characteristics) a

bank of Kalman filters could represent a significant

improvement that can offer unique advantages over

the single Kalman filter approach. Each filter could

be tuned to a particular combination of target class

and operational parameters.

Finally, if possible, the tracks are identified by

comparing the obtained data with the data stored in a

set of libraries, either automatically or by operator

aid.

The CCU data management process is summarized

in the following diagram.

Fig.2 CCU Data Management Block Diagram

4. CAMS main features

The main characteristics of CAMS are summarized

below.

ü System configuration guarantees effectiveness in

critical weather situations and crowded area and

for cooperative and non-cooperative mobile unit.

Heterogeneous types of survey allow this

performance.

ü The situation is represented on a geographic

map display, where the operator has a clear and

overall view of the controlled area.
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ü The operator can interact with the geographic

display map using the standard tools: panning,

zooming, scrolling, etc....

ü CAMS is able to support query both geographic

and numeric queries. So the operator can submit

heterogeneous queries with geographic

conditions (e.g. all dangerous area) and numeric

conditions (all mobile unit with speed greater

then a fixed value), related by logical operator

(and, or, not).

ü All resources (people, vehicle, etc..) are under

control, so the system can provide aid to the

needful and re-routing if necessary;

ü The system is able to control resources the

situation in real-time. It can analyze the values

of the significant parameters, such as the

distance between mobile units, distance between

mobile unit and reefs or obstacles, unit velocities

in a given area, to prevent accident and

unattended situations.

ü Based on previous analysis, the system

automatically produces the safety range for

controlled parameters, in relation to weather and

other conditions. If one or more parameter value

falls out of the calculated range, a warning or an

alarm is generated.

ü When a warning or alarm is generated the

CAMS supports the operator in his decision-

making processes in order to properly manage

the situation. This is done relating the current

situation with a set of libraries of standard

situations and historical situations. After this

diagnoses an actual-situation-score is generated

and the right actions are proposed to operator to

face the problem. The action selection is based

on a set of libraries of planned actions.

ü When an unattended situation is detected, all

relevant data are automatically recorded, such as

weather conditions, number of units involved,

speed of each mobile unit, mutual distance and

so on. Data are also recorded under operator

command.

ü Recorded data contribute to building historic

archive. The CAMS supports a statistical

analysis process of critical situations. It can sort

data on the basis keywords: date, kind of

situation, wind speed, wind direction, types of

resources used and their technical features,

etc… Afterwards results are shown in a tabular

form, or plotted. Moreover, this data can be used

to reproduce the situation of interest in an off-

line system such as simulator.

ü CAMS has been designed to be upgraded with

an existing Route Planning Module. This

module is very useful in furnishing suggestions

that can improve overall effectiveness.

Figure 3 shows the main screen mask used by the

operator to control the situation and interact with the

system. Special attention has been assigned to the

man/machine interface to assure a clear and prompt

understanding in order to reduce reaction time.

Other information in accessible through secondary

masks echoed on the main mask.

Fig.3 CAMS main mask

5. Application

The system has been designed to be used in

Ravenna's harbour. This is located in the north of

Italy and is characterized by very unique

topographic, meteorological and traffic conditions.

The area to control is fairly wide and includes a

roadstead where the ships wait for the permission to



dock and a narrow channel that leads to quay. This

channel is split up into seven sections and each

section requires different navigation permission

depending on to ship tonnage and dimensions.

Its geographic location (in the north of Italy, near

Venice) is strongly affected by the weather

conditions. For most of the day during the year, the

weather is foggy rainy and, generally visibility is

usually reduced.

Finally another important aspect is the type of traffic

characterizing the harbor.

Ravenna harbor is one of the most important

commercial harbors of the Adriatic Sea, and is

expected to become even more crowded. The

following tables give an idea of the traffic growth in

terms of tonnage, ships average tonnage and goods

tonnage.

1990-1997

Number of Ships +16.3 %

Average Ships Tonnage +5.5%

Goods Tonnage +35.6%

Tab.1 Ravenna harbor traffic variations

To complete the above percentage information it is

necessary to consider that the number of ships passed

through the harbor during the period from 1990 to

1997 is 39.500 units.

Moreover it is very important to consider the growth

of dangerous goods passing through the harbor as

shown in the following table.

1990-1997

Petroleum products +26.4%

Chemical products +3%

Total +22.7

Tab.2 Dangerous goods variations

The above considerations and on the basis of the

analysis of the accident occurred, illustrated in the

following table, clearly highlight the need to have an

integrated and efficient control system.

This table shows the number and types of accidents

that occur in the harbor in the period 1990-1997.

1990-1997

Fire, explosion 13%

Collision ship/ship 27%

Collision ship/ barrier 23%

Criminal intent 37%

Tab.3 Accident percentage

To gain a more comprehensive overview of the

harbor condition, it is necessary to consider all

events relating to illegal activities, violation of

navigation rules, as well as violations of

environment safety laws.

6. Conclusions

The use of a ground-based surveillance network,

similar to the one described above, consents:

• surveillance of assigned areas, prompt reporting

of any situation changes or targets of interest

(continuous monitoring);

• organization of Search And Rescue (SAR)

operations support;

• planning and scheduling support mobile units,

to minimize for each ships waiting time in the

roadstead in order to reduce costs;

• useful aid in decision-making processes during

emergency conditions and providing a prompt

reaction;

• reducing the number of necessary units and

optimization their employment;

• reducing patrol mission duration and

economizing on material and human resources;

• generating reports and official documents on

various situations and events;

• communicating alarm to other departments

(with different assignments).

Also, with special attention to unusual, or

unexpected events, the use of computer-assisted



multisensor system for surveillance allows to process

and elaborate statistical data concerning:

§ available equipment (communications, radar

systems) and related technical characteristics

(electrical parameters)

§ typical operational patterns: such as, number of

units involved, mobile units reciprocal distances,

distances between mobile units and reefs, or

obstacles, mobile units route and speed, weather

conditions (wind speed, wind direction, etc...)
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